Tonight, Grandma Judith was going to help her set up the telescope. Then, they would stargaze and look for constellations. Those were star systems in space.

"No thanks," said Gretta. "We will be too excited to eat!"

Grandma waved to Mom as they passed the door and headed to the back of the house.

Grandma laid out a picnic blanket in the grass. They knelt on the blanket and positioned the telescope so they could see the sky clearly.

As the sun sunk lower in the sky, they searched the stars above. Gretta spotted the Big Dipper and Little Dipper. Those were her favorites. Using her telescope was a great adventure!

Gretta had a brand-new telescope. She received it as a gift from Grandma Judith.

Tonight, Grandma Judith was going to help her set up the telescope. Then, they would stargaze and look for constellations. Those were star systems in space.

Grandma Judith would be there at sunset. Gretta met her at the car.

"Do you need any snacks?" Mom asked. She stepped into the backyard. "I can whip up a snack bag if you would like."

"No thanks," said Gretta.

It was sunset. Grandma Judith pulled into the driveway right on time.

Gretta hauled her telescope down the staircase. She took it into the backyard. Grandma Judith would be there at sunset.

"I have the telescope ready in the backyard!" she said. She tugged Grandma's hand. It was sunset. Grandma Judith pulled into the driveway right on time.
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